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PSAT Prep 2017: Study Guide Book & Practice Test Questions for College Board's New PSAT
Exam Developed for test takers trying to achieve a passing score on the PSAT test, this
comprehensive study guide includes: â€¢Quick Overview â€¢Test-Taking Strategies
â€¢Evidence-Based Reading â€¢Writing and Language â€¢Mathematics â€¢Practice Test Questions
â€¢Detailed Answer Explanations Each section of the test has a comprehensive review that goes
into detail to cover all of the content likely to appear on the PSAT test. The practice test questions
are each followed by detailed answer explanations. If you miss a question, it's important that you
are able to understand the nature of your mistake and how to avoid making it again in the future.
The answer explanations will help you to learn from your mistakes and overcome them.
Understanding the latest test-taking strategies is essential to preparing you for what you will expect
on the exam. A test taker has to not only understand the material that is being covered on the test,
but also must be familiar with the strategies that are necessary to properly utilize the time provided
and get through the test without making any avoidable errors. Anyone planning to take the PSAT
test should take advantage of the review material, practice test questions, and test-taking strategies
contained in this study guide.
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At first I was a little spektical beacuase this study book did not have any branding at all. However,
once I recieved it I am actually quite satisfied. The book is around 170 pages of content. The book is

actually quite helpful. It comes with an introduction talking about multiple test taking stradegies, as
well as how to approach teh problems. It then goes into a practice test, and rodives answers and
explanations for every quetistion. It also talks about the National Merit qualifications, which is very
important. As for the content itself, it is very thourough and gives lots of examples. The only thing I
don't like about the book is the lack of graphics and organization. It's all just a bunch of text that you
have to read and the font is the same thorughout the book. Despite this, this book is very detailed
and goes in depth a lot. If you are good at self studying, and can undestand detailed tips, then this is
the book for you.ProsVery detailedCovers National Merit InformationGoes over test takign tipsHas a
practice test with answersConsgeneric bookvery wordy with all the same textneeds a lot of self
guidanceI know I will be using this book to study. It's a great pick up if you want to score well, but it
does require a lot of work and time.I recieved this product for free or at a discount for my honest and
unbias review. I will test every product and not give an unhonest rating.

Reviewer credentials: I am an adult, male business professional with a high school kidsIncluded in
package: 175 page book with tips, questions and examplesWhat attracted me to the product: I have
two kids in High school and this is where the PSAT and SATs become very important. Any and all
help in preparing to ace these tests adds great value.First Impressions/Product Packaging: Came in
a bubble wrap enveloper  back corner was slightly turned up so the protection was not great
on the paperback book.Product Use: This book contains a wealth of information related to Reading,
Writing and Language, Math with and without a calculator. There are test taking tips which should
be read a few times over the course of the year until they become habits. Many of these tips are
Ã¢Â€Â˜common senseÃ¢Â€Â™ to those who have taken these tests and who are now much older
and hopefully wiser  however, for kids they are not always obvious. There are also many
practice tests with answers and explanations. At the end there is an explanation as to what your
PSAT score means for national merit qualification. Page 1 of the book offers a free Test Taking Tips
DVD for a review, which is a great unexpected plusI will give a five star rating to any product that
does what it says it does, has no cons, and where the business stands by the quality of their
product and especially if they reach out as the product is shipped, giving their guarantees.Pros:*
Great comprehensive guide to the PSAT* Good examples* Great explanations of answers as well
as what the scores actually meanCons* Packaging could have been betterThis product is great for
anyone looking to understand what the PSAT is all about, what types of questions are asked, how
to go about answering those questions and understand what the scoring system is and what that
represents.Full Disclosure: I have received this product for free or at a reduced price for my honest

and unbiased review. This review is unbiased and honest, and my own opinion regarding the use of
this product. As I rely on reviews as much as anyone else, I would not want to compromise the
integrity of the review process.If this review has helped you in any way, please click on 'Helpful'. If it
has not, I welcome a positive comment on what you felt was missing or what would make this a
better and more useful review.

I received the PSAT Prep 2017: Study Guide Book & Practice Test Questions for College Board's
New PSAT Exam earlier this week, and I was excited to see all the new information provided that
was not on the test when I was preparing for college. The PSAT and the ACT were the two biggest
tests to take when preparing for college. If you had a high enough score on these two tests than you
were almost guaranteed entry in most colleges in the country. It is so important to be prepared. I of
course am not preparing to take the PSAT as I am 30 and a college graduate; however, I have
several friends with children that are in Junior and Senior year of high school that are preparing for
this exam. I ordered this book to help some of them.The PSAT study guide is broken up into several
parts before a practice test, answer key, and explanation of the answers. The first part is a quick
overview followed up by test taking strategies. Then it goes over evidence based reading test,
writing and language test, and mathematics test. There is even a whole separate section on how to
approach the PSAT mathematics test.This study guide is definitely worth purchasing for anyone
who is preparing to take the PSAT in 2017.I received the PSAT Prep 2017: Study Guide Book &
Practice Test Questions for College Board's New PSAT Exam for free in exchange for my honest
and unbiased review. I have no affiliation to the PSAT Study Guide Team or the sellers of PSAT
Study Guide Team products, and I do not receive any compensation for my reviews. If you found
this review helpful please let me know by clicking the helpful button.
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